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Strong interference effects in thee21Sc31 recombination cross section
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The e21Sc31 recombination cross section exhibits a strong interference between the radiative and dielec-
tronic recombination pathways at low energies. The resonances associated with the 3p53d2 2F term in Sc21

are found to have unusually large autoionization widths. Their strong interference with the background radia-
tive recombination results in quite distinct asymmetric resonance profiles. Current ion storage ring experiments
should be able to verify the strength of the interference effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron recombination with an atomic ion follows tw
dominant pathways. Radiative recombination~RR! involves
the direct transition of a continuum electron to a bound s
of the recombined ion with the emission of a photon. Diele
tronic recombination~DR! is an indirect process involving
the capture of the continuum electron to a doubly exci
resonant state of the recombined ion followed by a stab
ing radiative transition. Since the initial and final states
both processes may be the same, quantum mechanical
ference between the two pathways can take place. Ove
years a number of theoretical approaches have been d
oped which unify the two recombination processes. The m
popular have been a time-dependent approach@1–5# and a
general projection operator approach@6–8#. Most recently,
R-matrix methods based on quantum defect theory@9,10#
and a radiative optical potential@11,12# have provided uni-
fied computational approaches that can be easily applie
any atomic ion.

Although an example of RR-DR interference has be
observed@13# in an ion trap experiment, there still exists n
clear example of RR-DR interference in the current gene
tion of ion storage ring experiments@14#. In general@15#, the
strong resonances are predicted to have interference ef
of less than 1%, while only certain weak resonances m
exhibit strong interference effects. In the ion storage r
experiments, which measure the total recombination cr
section, the weak resonances are buried under their m
dominant brethren. On the other hand, the ion trap exp
ments measure partial recombination cross sections reso
as the final state of the recombined ion. This increases
chances that interference effects in weak resonances ca
observed@16#. The main drawback with the ion trap exper
ments is that the recombination cross section is measure
a mixture of different atomic ions.
561050-2947/97/56~6!/4742~4!/$10.00
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Of course, the fact that RR-DR interference effects
generally small is good news for astrophysical and labo
tory plasma research, since most of their atomic data in
form of recombination rate coefficients is based on indep
dent calculations for radiative and dielectronic recombin
tion. However, it would be useful to have an ion storage r
experimental benchmark for the recent unified computatio
methods. In this paper we report on the finding of unusua
large RR-DR interference effects in the total recombinat
cross section for Sc31 at low energies. Both unified
distorted-wave and close-coupling calculations predict t
the unusual resonance structures are associated with
3p53d2 2F terms in the recombined Sc21 ion. They should
be easily observed in an ion storage ring experiment. In S
II we outline the theory of RR-DR interference, in Sec.
we present our recombination cross section results for Sc31,
and in Sec. IV we conclude with a brief summary.

II. THEORY

A. Distorted-wave method

With the aid of the principle of detailed balance, the to
photorecombination~PR! cross section from a continuum
statej to a bound statei is given by~in atomic units!

sPR~ j→ i !5
gi

gj

v2

c2k2sPI~ i→ j !, ~1!

where sPI( i→ j ) is the photoionization~PI! cross section
from a bound statei to a continuum statej , including radia-
tion damping. In Eq.~1!, v is the frequency of the radiation
field, c is the speed of light,k is the free electron linea
momentum,gi is the statistical weight of the final recom
bined ion,gj is the statistical weight of the initial target ion

From bound-continuum configuration-interaction theo
@17# or diagrammatic many-body perturbation theory@18#,
4742 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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the photoionization cross section, including interference
tween the resonances and the background in lowest o
may be written as

sPI~ i→ j !5
8pv

3ckU ^c j ur uc i&S12 i(
n

1

2
Aa~n→ j !

Dn1 i
1

2
Gnhn

D
1(

n

^c j ur 12
21ucn&^cnur uc i&

Dn1 i
1

2
Gnhn

U 2

, ~2!

whereuc i& is a bound state,ucn& is a resonance state,uc j& is
a continuum state,Dn is the energy detuning from resonanc
and the continuum normalization is one times a sine fu
tion. The autoionization and radiative rates are given by

Aa~n→ j !5
4

k
z^c j ur 12

21ucn& z2 ~3!

and

Ar~n→ i !5
4v3

3c3 z^c i ur ucn& z2, ~4!

while Gn5( j 8Aa(n→ j 8), gn5( i 8Ar(n→ i 8), and hn51
1gn /Gn . The resonance energies, bound and continu
wave functions, matrix elements, and rates needed to ev
ate Eqs.~1!–~4! for the total recombination cross section f
any atomic ion are calculated using theAUTOSTRUCTURE

package@19,20#.

B. R-matrix method

Interference between radiative and dielectronic recom
nation may be taken into account in a nonperturbative m
ner through the application of theR-matrix method. In order
to treat photorecombination within theR-matrix formalism,
we use the radiative optical potential method@11# to incor-
porate a one-photon operator into the close-coupling Ha
tonian. The robust BelfastR-matrix codes@21#, with the in-
clusion of radiative interactions@22#, were extensively
modified to incorporate this optical potential, as detailed
previous work@11,12,23#. Nevertheless, a brief review o
this method follows.

The principle radiative effects in the present study invo
recombination to the 3p63d ground state of Sc21. Since this
final state resides completely in the atomic region, or
R-matrix ‘‘box,’’ radiative decay to it proceeds via th
imaginary, energy-dependent, nonlocal radiative optical
tential

Vrad52 iDW ug&•^guDW , ~5!

where ug& is the ground-state wave function andDW is the
dipole operator, which takes the following two forms in th
length and velocity gauges:
-
er,

,
-
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lu-
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DW 5A2v3

3c3 rW ~ length gauge!,

DW 5A2v

3c3¹W ~velocity gauge!, ~6!

and the photon energyv5E2Eg is the difference between
the incident electron energyE and the ground-state energ
Eg .

This optical potential contributes an additional term to t
R-matrix Hamiltonian:

Haa8→Haa82 i(
b

2vb
3

3c3~2J11!
^auur uug&^guur uua8&.

~7!

Since this addition is negative imaginary, flux will be lo
and the scattering matrixS will be nonunitary. The photore-
combination cross section within a partial wave can be co
puted from this degree of nonunitarity as

sPR5(
L

p

k2

~2L11!~2S11!

2~2Lt11!~2St11!

3(
i 51

n1 S 12(
j 51

nt

S~L ! i j* S~L ! i j D , ~8!

whereL andS are the total orbital and spin angular mome
tum, Lt andSt are the orbital and spin angular momentum
the target state (3p6 1S for Sc31), nt is the total number of
open channels,n1 is the number of channels coupled to th
target state, andS(L) is the scattering orS matrix of the
partial wave,L. This modification to theR matrix accounts
for both the radiative and dielectronic recombination pa
ways.

Additional radiative effects in the present study invol
recombination into the 3p6nl excited states of Sc21. These
final decay states exist either partially or completely outs
of the R-matrix ‘‘box,’’ which is only large enough to con-
tain up to n53 orbitals. Thus damping to them is instea
treated by adding an imaginary term to the energies of the
3p53d target terms of Sc31, as originally suggested by
Hickman @24#. Details of two different implementations o
this procedure, one using multichannel quantum def
theory and the other including the 3p6nl portion of the wave
function in the R-matrix box and also modifying the
asymptotic energy of thenl valence electron, are detailed i
earlier work@11,12,23#; we choose the latter method in th
present study for reasons of efficiency.

III. CROSS-SECTION RESULTS FOR Sc31

We first consider the quantum-mechanical interferen
between the following recombination pathways:

e21Sc31~3p6!→Sc21~3p53d2!

↘↓

Sc21~3p63d!1v.
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By dipole selection rules only the 3p6ep 2P and 3p6e f 2F
continuum states are allowed to recombine into
3p63d 2D ground state of Sc21. An LS distorted-wave cal-
culation for the Sc31 recombination cross section, folde
with a 0.25 eV Gaussian to simulate the experimental ene
resolution, is shown in Fig. 1. A singleLS term R-matrix
calculation for the Sc31 recombination cross section
shown in Fig. 2. Both methods used bound-state orbitals
timized on the 3p63d ground state of Sc21, obtained from
the multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock code of Froese Fisc
@25#. The agreement between the two unified calculation
the length gauge is very good. The large resonances a
eV, 6.9 eV, and 15.0 eV are associated with the three par
of the 3p53d2 2F term in Sc21, while the three resonance
associated with the 3p53d2 2P term are at 6.0 eV, 11.1 eV
~which is too narrow and weak to be seen on a convolu
plot of this scale!, and 18.6 eV. The large2F resonance a
15.0 eV has an extremely large autoionization rate of 2
31015 sec21 and a quite noticeable asymmetric profile. Th
is precisely the profile that should be experimentally obse
able. Additional intermediate coupling~IC! distorted-wave
calculations confirm that fine structure splittings have lit
effect on this broad asymmetric profile.

FIG. 1. LS distorted-wave calculation for the Sc31 recombina-
tion cross section including the 3p53d2 resonances. Solid curve i
in the length gauge.

FIG. 2. SingleLS term R-matrix calculation for the Sc31 re-
combination cross section including the 3p53d2 resonances. Solid
curve is in the length gauge, dashed curve is in the velocity ga
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We next consider the quantum-mechanical interfere
between the following recombination pathways:

e21Sc31~3p613p53d!→Sc21~3p53d213p53dnl !

↘↓

Sc21~3p63d13p6nl !1v,

in an effort to find out whether the stronger and more num
ous 3p53dnl resonances (n.3) will wash out the asym-
metric 3p53d2 2F resonance profiles. A sevenLS term
R-matrix calculation for the Sc31 recombination cross sec
tion, including the 3p6 and 3p53d target configurations, is
shown in Fig. 3. Although additional resonances appea
the low energy spectrum, the asymmetric profiles of
3p53d2 2F resonances still survive. Finally, a sevenLS term
R-matrix calculation for the Sc31 cross section, including
3p2→3d2 double promotion configurations to take into a
count the strongest correlation effects in the target and
combined ion, is shown in Fig. 4. In general, all the res
nance structures are shifted to slightly higher energies,

FIG. 4. Correlated sevenLS term R-matrix calculation for the
Sc31 recombination cross section including the 3p53d2 and
3p53dnl (n.3) resonances. Solid curve is in the length gau
dashed curve is in the velocity gauge.e.

FIG. 3. SevenLS term R-matrix calculation for the Sc31 re-
combination cross section including the 3p53d2 and 3p53dnl (n
.3) resonances. Solid curve is in the length gauge, dashed cur
in the velocity gauge.
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the strong asymmetric profiles are still present. We note
the length and velocity calculations are now in very go
agreement.

The variation of the resonance energies between Fig
and 4 highlights an important aspect of the present calc
tions, namely, the extreme sensitivity of the resulting re
nance profile to the computational details. We find that us
orbitals optimized instead on the Sc31 target state yields an
energy of the broad 3p53d2 2F resonance roughly 1 eV
greater than that shown in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, the asym
ric profile of this broad resonance still survives regardless
the computational details.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we have carried out unified distorted-wa
and close-coupling calculations for thee21Sc31 recombi-
. A
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nation cross section. In the low energy region the calcu
tions predict strong asymmetric resonance profiles due
interference between the radiative and dielectronic recom
nation pathways. The strength of the asymmetry is quite
usual for electron-ion total recombination cross sectio
These distinctive resonance structures should be easily
served in present-day ion storage ring experiments.
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